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AIT?(What is Learning)? 

S)Cs (Gates) NTS "E 

RC-A N I (Learming is the modifica- 
tion of behaviour through expcricnce and 
training.) 

(Learming is the modification of the reactions of an organism through experi- enc e. ) 
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"(Learning is the acquisition of new 
T5777 RTANA T " (In its simpliest behaviour or the strengthening and weaking of old behaviour as the result of cxperience.) ar R (Characteristics of 

Learning) : HT HA GBAR 

stages learning is a matter of making a rec- 
sponse to situation or modifying a previous response in order to bring about an improve- ment.) 

8) .11 1FICRPIË (J.P. Gilford) 7 * 

(Leaming is any change in behaviour result- 
ing from behaviour.) 

&)P (Crow and Crow) ATO 

CTOR RAPM 1 I(Learning is ac- 

quisition of habits, knowledge and attitudes, 
it involves new ways of doing things and it 
operates in an individual's attempt to over- 
come obstracles or to adjust to new situa- 
tions.") 

) (Skinner) 7 A TOJi, 3 

51 'Learning is both acquisition and ro- 
ATTTAI tention of habit, knowledge and attitude.) 

) P (Smith) HC GToN FTE 

GAFaf 
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O ut pt (MMaturation and 

Learning): 

TAT GAlÍRSTI CRRE 15 (Mc Goech) 
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fa 5t 5eR (Factors of Lear 
ing): 
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C5B1 , TETFT U 

cta R (Methods of Learning):

periment on Trial and Error Learning): 

) asi T (Trial 
and Errorr Method of Learning) 3 4 

A qUAVAI 9uR (Edvard Lee 
Thorndikc ) ARTATSAT7 fAF] DP G 

(puzzlc box) sre a R R 

(stimular)E Uri (response) 7 A9 
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(Educative value of Trial and Error Method of Learning) 

(Characterstics of Trial and Error Learn ing) 

R (practical) 134 a RRIE 

a-CRT1oT ra (backward intcl ligent) 1 1-a TTR AR 

a1e70T N 3 (tendcr agc) 

CATCS1TR ACEI 
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76I , CoAI TNâTFIa 

A (Experiement on in- 
sight) 

Method of Learning) 
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R p artTR (Charac- 
teristics of insightful lerning) 3 

(wholc) 3TE UY 

tional significance of learning by 

insight) 

R 93, 10, 1, 3, 1 

TlA (maxin 
of tcaching) 7Ris Ne 1R i 
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RET HI AI (procecd from wholc 
to the part) TO 9E a6uI (Learning by Conditioning) : TRS 

Co (Ivan Pavlov) * 7A7 

I aoo7 (gifted) 1-RIN 

F (artificial stimulus) a7TR 

9 27 (project) TTR 
(Montessory) **R| P1TU IA FAPNI 

. 
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TR A 7TA (organic) I 

19 N (Educational 
significance of Learning by Condition- 

ing)3 

s,(ATR)- R,(0) 
S. (1°D 7)-R( at aioer) 

S.+ S,(7G+ T)-R,(TB)

(B1)-R,(T|Ë SIRI, 
afor) 

7 a 8AR (Character- 

istics of Conditioned Learning) 
TiS (Law of the association of idcas 

specially law of contiguity)T 19U 
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fomo7 a9ta T (Major laws of 
Learning)3 

fuRT (E.L. Thorndike) fF 

)gfTif (Law of Readincss) 
) AIN (Law of Effcct) 

A (Law of Excrcise) 
)FTR(oAa) o (Law of Effect)8 

)eio s (Law of Reádiness)3 

ats ers Eiat (law of 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction) A I RAT HTY T AK A (law of plea- 

2a1st (Applica- 
surc and pain) gs I a 

tion of this law in the class-room situa- 
tion) 

T S (law of reward and punish-ment) 317G FI RI 
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CT ,N TE TN 7 P ("WhCn a modi- 
fiable connection bctivccn a situation and rc- 

sponse is made and is accompanicd or fol- 
lowed by a satisfying statc of affairs. that 
connection's strength is incrcascd. when 
made and accompanicd or followcd by an 

annoying state of affairs. its strcngth is dc- ) AT (Law of Exercise) 

cetfs Af 2zst(Appli- 
cation of this law in the class-room situ- 

ation) 

RTR, CA AAIT (law of usc) T7E 

jR A (law of unuse) 1 R 

(When a modifiable connection is smade 

bctwccn a situation and a response, that 
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connection's strength is other things being 
cqual, increased') TIR A 5 

, CUTOI GRARTEIST *TS PN 
T (When modifiable connection is not 

made between a situation and a response 
over a length of time that connection' strength 
is decreased.") 

cation of this law in the class-room situ-

ation) 
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11 
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(5) TA 

(5) PE B394 CEDI 
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